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USPA NEWS - New customs and relationships resulting from digital transformation are causing companies to revisit their strategies
and take a radically different look at their value chains. The Risk Manager actively contributes to the various transformations....

New customs and relationships resulting from digital transformation are causing companies to revisit their strategies and take a
radically different look at their value chains. The Risk Manager actively contributes to the various transformations. Created in 1993,
AMRAE (Corporate Risk and Insurance Management) is a leading professional association for the corporate risk and insurance
sectors. For 20 years, AMRAE has been helping private and public organisations achieve their strategic and operational objectives to
enable them to improve their performance and control their risks. 

AMRAE L´Association brings together key players in the risk management sector, including risk managers, internal controllers and
auditors, and insurance and legal professionals.... AMRAE Les Rencontres organises the annual risk management conference, with its
2,200 participants. Over a 3-day period, Les Rencontres du Risk Management AMRAE will combine plenary sessions with speakers
and approximately forty conference workshops, providing ground for brainstorming and discussions around good Risk Management
practices.... This year, it will be held at DEAUVILLE, February 01-03.

On January 10, was held at Marriot Opera Ambassade (PARIS), a Conference/Lunch organised by AMRAE Association, when were
attending some of its Members : Louis FAVROT, Hélène DUBILLOT, Alain RONOT, Bénédicte HUOT DE LUZE, Brigitte BOUQUOT,
Anne-Marie FOURNIER, Marc DE POMMEREAU, Hubert DE L'ESTOILE.

- PLENARY SESSIONS Issues programmed in February at DEAUVILLE :

* Technological and value-chain usage transformation: what are the risks ? Transformations in technology and usage are forcing
changes in corporate business models which need to be repositioned within the value chain. Meanwhile, strategies and decision-
taking have been rendered more complex by the particularly unstable economic, geopolitical, financial and environmental situation.

* Regulations or 'meta' regulations : constraint or reawakening ? The 'old' world in which we trusted to foster our companies is in the
midst of a crisis. The current system appears vulnerable and on the verge of collapse, while regulations are increasing across the
board, including international trade agreements, proposed new standards, anti-fraud and anti-money laundering laws, etc. So does
this wave of fresh legislation safeguard our knowhow, or encourage ethical conduct ? Is it positive and constructive or, on the contrary,
restrictive ? Is financial risk-taking through innovation compatible with rules and regulations ?...

* 2040 : Risk Managers, strategies for facing tomorrow´s challenges. In 2040, companies will be virtual entities with their workforces
spread around the globe, connected to a main hub, undertaking multiple projects simultaneously. Driverless shuttles will be available
for the return journey to a home on the water, etc. What are the expected scenarios for a risk manager and what will be the major
future innovations and transformations ?

(...)

- TRAINING SESSIONS Issues programmed in February at DEAUVILLE :

* How will numerical modelling (2D or 3D) and testing move your fire risk management projects forward ?

* 'Post-fire assessment' demonstration workshop: learn to interpret the patterns of a disaster

* 'Cyber risk' demonstration conference: witness the theft of a masterpiece in a museum through a digital attack !

* 'Mechanical protection : the primary key to preventing theft or burglary' demonstration workshop



* 'Automatic fire extinguishing systems : solutions recommended by insurance, but which technical choices should be made?'
demonstration workshop
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- 4th FRANCOPHONIE CONVENTION programmed in February at DEAUVILLE :

The conference workshop will address issues related to construction insurance in French-speaking Africa.

- WORKSHOPS CONFERENCES Issues programmed in February at DEAUVILLE :

* The changing frequency of weather events and the impact on reinsurance

* Is construction insurance compulsory or optional ?

* What protection is there for companies or their clients´ personal data ?

* The actors in risk governance

* BEPS captives update

* Breakdown in the supply chain : modelling interdependency and synergies

* International insurance programmes

* Mutual insurance companies : Governance and Solvency II 

* Protecting intellectual and industrial property when faced with new counterfeiting techniques

* Collective pension schem : what are the effects of absenteeism and occupational health issues

Source : AMRAE - Press Conference/Lunch at Marriott Opera Ambassador Hotel in PARIS on January 10,2017.
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